[Romanowsky dyes and the Romanowsky-Giemsa effect. 4. Binding of azure B to DNA].
We investigated the binding of azure B to DNA (calf thymus) over a wide range of concentrations of the dye (CF) and the nucleic acid (CN) using absorption spectroscopy [CF and CN represent the total concentrations of the ye (F) and the mononucleotide units (N) of the DNA, respectively]. The binding isotherms of the dye to DNA in aqueous solutions were determined. In addition, we analysed the composition of insoluble DNA/azure B precipitates that are formed in presence of an excess of azure B. These precipitates are of particular interest, because Giemsa staining is usually performed using high dye concentrations. Azure B easily forms dimers in aqueous solutions. When determining the binding isotherms, the equilibrium between free monomers and dimers must be taken into account. Therefore, we determined the dimerisation constant (Kd) of azure B from the concentration dependency of its absorption spectra in water at the standard temperature T = 298 K (25 degrees C), Kd = 6.5 X 10(3) M-1 (experimental conditions: tris buffer, pH 7.2; concentration of Na ions, CNa = 0.002 M). As the CNa value increases, the dimerisation constant rises rapidly. When the azure B concentration is very low and there is an excess of DNA, ordinary Scatchard and Langmuir isotherms are observed. Monomer dye cations are bound to DNA, these cations being in equilibrium with free monomers in the solution. In order to obtain the Scatchard binding constant (Ks) and the binding parameter (n) spectroscopically, it is necessary to determine the extinction coefficient (epsilon Fb) of the monomer bound (b) dye molecules (F) at one analytical wave number (upsilon a). The three constants can be determined simultaneously using an iterative technique that combines Scatchard isotherms and the Benesi-Hildebrand extrapolation, CN----infinity. We obtained Ks = 1.8 X 10(5) M-1 and n = 0.18 (25 degrees C; tris buffer, pH 7.2; CNa = 0.002 M). At very low dye (CF) and competitor (CNa) concentrations, only 18% of the anionic binding sites of the DNA are capable of binding the dye cations. With increasing CNa values the concentration of bound azure B cations decreases rapidly. The Na cations displace the bound dye cations and act as a competitor. The Ks value also greatly depends on the competitor concentration (CNa).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)